Like the clean, perfect surface of a wave, Oceanside inspires freedom.
Oceanside Faucets

F23006 – CP $399 BN $469 PN $469
Dual Handle Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F2312T – CP $449 BN $540 PN $540
Dual Handle Widespread Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set*
*Requires Dual Handle Widespread Tub Filler Rough-in without Diverter: F20048 – $295

F2313T – CP $549 BN $689 PN $689
Dual Handle Widespread Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set with Hand Shower*
*Requires Dual Handle Widespread Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter: F20058 – $339

F23008T – CP $259 BN $329 PN $329
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim*
*Requires Rough-in F30008 for horizontal installation. CP $170 BN $190 PN $190 Pop-up not included.

F20048 – $295
F20058 – $339
FA725
CP $39 BN $49 PN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow
FA725C
CP $39 BN $49 PN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow

Also available:
FA725B
CP $39 BN $49 PN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

F23008T-S with streamer.
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

**F2341T – CP $550 BN $665 PN $665**
Oceanside Shower with Handheld Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

**F2340T – CP $599 BN $665 PN $665**
Oceanside Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

**F2351T – CP $384 BN $458 PN $458**
Oceanside Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter:
F1001B – $160

**F2354T – CP $419 BN $529**
Oceanside Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

**F2320T – CP $249 BN $329**
Oceanside Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
F1000B – $190

**F2321T – CP $159 BN $219**
Oceanside Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter:
F1001B – $160

**CP** = chrome plated finish  **BN** = PVD brushed nickel finish  **PN** = PVD polished nickel finish
Options

Handheld Accessories

- **6” Ceiling Shower Arm with Round** (fp6018008) or **Square** (fp6020008) Escutcheon
  - CP $79 BN $219 PN $219

Shower Arms

- **FP6001050** 8” Brass Square Rain Shower Head
  - CP 69 BN 85 PN 85
- **FP6002050** 8” Brass Round Rain Shower Head
  - CP 69 BN 85 PN 85
- **FP520100** CP $29 BN $35 3-Function ABS Shower Head
- **FP40120** CP $69 BN $88 Brass Shower Wand - Square
- **FP6002048** CP $49 BN $59 8” Shower Arm

Slide Rails

- **FP6018008** CP $39 BN $49 PN $49 8” Shower Arm
- **FP6017008** CP $44 BN $55 PN $55 8” Shower Arm
- **FP6013008** CP $69 BN $115 PN $115 20” Round Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6012008** CP $100 BN $120 PN $120 20” Square Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6019008** CP $49 BN $59 PN $59 12” Ceiling Shower Arm*

Tub Fillers

- **FP6002047** CP 599 BN 571 PN $77 Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
- **FP6002047** CP 599 BN 583 PN 583 Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
- **FP40300** CP $34 BN $42 Tilting Handheld Shower Holder
- **FP6001010** CP $24 BN $29 PN $29 Fixed Handheld Shower Holder
- **FP6001004** CP $34 PN $43 72” Flex Hose

- **FP6016008** CP $39 BN $49 PN $49 8” Shower Arm
- **FP6017008** CP $44 BN $55 PN $55 8” Shower Arm
- **FP6013008** CP $69 BN $115 PN $115 20” Round Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6012008** CP $100 BN $120 PN $120 20” Square Rain Shower Arm
- **FP6019008** CP $49 BN $59 PN $59 12” Ceiling Shower Arm*

Cover Plate & Valves

- **F100B** $160 Rough-in PB Valve without Diverter
- **F1008B** $190 Rough-in PB Valve with Diverter
- **F20018** CP $155 BN $185 PN $185 Trim for In-Wall Valve without Diverter
- **F200120** CP $175 BN $219 PN $219 Trim for In-Wall Valve with Diverter
- **F20048** CP $259 BN $318 PN $318 Dual Handle Widespread Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in without Diverter*
- **F20058** CP $299 BN $359 PN $359 Dual Handle Widespread Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter*

- **FP8002001-384-LONG** CP $86 BN $99 PN $99 1” Extended Diverter for PB Valve
- **F-EXTVC CP $59 BN $71 PN $71 1” Cartridge Extension Kit for PB Valve

*Must be purchased in conjunction with Tub Filler Trim Kits
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